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Abstract 

In the aim to explore the complex relationships between S&P500, VIX and volume 

we introduce a Granger causality test using the nonlinear statistic of Asymmetric 

Partial Transfer Entropy (APTE). Through a simulation exercise, it arises that the 

APTE offers precise information on the nature of the connectivity. Our empirical 

findings concretize the information flow that links volume, S&P500 and VIX, and 

merge the leverage effect and the asymmetric stock return-volume relationship into 

a unified framework of analysis. More specifically, when we condition on the tails, 

the detected causal channel provides empirical validation of the noise trading 

contribution to large swings in financial markets, because of the increase of trading 

volume and the subsequent worsening ability of market prices to adjust to new 

information. 
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1.  Introduction 

There is significant evidence that the evolution of the role of speculation and investors’ 

expectations built up a strong nonlinear connectivity among financial variables. Supported by 

bubbly liquidity and leverage, modern financial markets were evolved as networks of 

interacting entities. Likewise, the presence of phenomena such as information asymmetry, 

clustering and small world property provided additional indication of profound similarities 

between complex and financial networks. 

The symmetry breaking in systems with variables being the nodes of a complex network, the 

resulting propagation mechanism and its contribution to the creation of long tail probability 

distribution reveal insightful dimensions of financial market’s underlying dynamics. The 

asymmetric arrival of news and interpretation of shocks lie behind well-known relationships 

reported in the literature such as: i) the leverage effect (Black, 1976): negative shocks to stock 

returns drive up volatility, ii) the volatility feedback hypothesis (Poterba and Summers, 1986; 

Cambell and Hentschel, 1992): positive volatility changes lead to decreasing stock returns, iii) 

the positive stock return-volume relationship (DeLong et al., 1990), as well as iv) the 

asymmetric association of stock returns and volume of Cambell et al., (1993): a stock price 

decline on a high-volume day is more likely than a stock price decline on a low-volume day. 

Methodologically, alternative approaches have been suggested in the literature to analyse 

the interactions between index returns, volatility and volume. Recent examples include 

Chiang (2012), Dufour et al., (2012), He et al., (2014), He and Wen (2015), Slim and Dahmene 

(2016). 

Indeed, theoretical and empirical evidence puts forward the nonlinearity and complexity of 

interdependence between financial variables. Among the battery of tools we have at our 

disposal to quantify interdependence, Granger causality presents significant advantages. It 

regards directed interdependence in a pair of variables (X,Y) by quantifying the predictive 

information X can contribute for the prediction of Y. While originally Granger causality was 

defined in terms of linear autoregressive models (Granger, 1969; Geweke, 1982), in the two 

last decades it was extended in different nonlinear settings. The most appealing form of 

Granger causality is based on information theory, and particularly the measure of transfer 

entropy (TE) (Schreiber, 2000) because it is model-free and of general purpose (quantifying 

both linear and nonlinear causal effects). The simplest approach for the detection of causal 

effects among a set of variables is to apply causality tests using a bivariate causality statistic 
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like TE, where for all combinations of pairs of time series each pair (X,Y) is examined 

independently in terms of the existence, strength and direction of their coupling. However, 

in real financial systems, it is important that all the available information from the set of 

variables is taken into account. To do so, the concept of direct causality is introduced, 

meaning that the causal effect from X to Y is examined in view of the causal effects of other 

variables to Y. To address direct causality many bivariate causality measures have been 

modified, e.g. TE has been extended to partial TE (PTE) (Vakorin et al, 2009; Papana et al, 

2012). As mentioned by Dufour et al., (2012) “the identification of a causal relationship 

depends crucially on the specification of the information set”. The application of direct 

causality tests, e.g. significance test for PTE, prevents from spurious results that may be 

derived when constraining the analysis on couples and ignoring information from the 

remaining variables. This problem is addressed among others by Hsiao (1982), Pearl (2009) 

and Eichler (2016). 

On the basis of connectivity between the S&P500 index, the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX) and 

the volume of S&P500, the goal of this paper is to map the dynamics of the US stock exchange. 

The rich informational content of the VIX, characterised as a fear gauge by Whaley (2000), 

and the trading volume, serving as a proxy for noise traders activity (Duffee, 1992) make them 

the best candidate variables for an in-depth behavioural analysis of the market swings. In 

terms of methodology, the selected direct causality measures of TE and PTE are modified so 

as asymmetry on top of nonlinearity can be appropriately captured and interpreted. In 

particular, we introduce an asymmetric version of the Transfer Entropy (ATE) and its partial 

variant (APTE). ATE (APTE) is considered as the test statistic for the null hypothesis of non-

asymmetric causality. The inclusion of asymmetry prevents from otherwise spurious no 

rejection of causality, since the joint presence of positive and negative causal effects may 

cancel out each other (Chuang et al., 2009). Our empirical findings concretize the information 

flow that links volume, S&P500 and VIX, and merge the leverage effect and the asymmetric 

stock return-volume relationship into a unified framework of analysis. 

The reminder of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we review the causality measures forming 

the basis for the proposed asymmetric causality measures, we discuss the differences 

between indirect and direct causality, and then we present the asymmetric Transfer Entropy 

and partial Transfer Entropy tests (ATE/APTE). Section 3 and 4 include the simulation exercise 
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and the respective results. Section 5 refers to the application of APTE to financial time series, 

while Section 6 concludes the paper. 

 

2. Methodology 

2.1.  Brief Survey 

A wide range of causality tests have been studied and developed attempting to identify causal 

relationships among real variables. Nevertheless, Granger causality has been so far the 

leading concept (Granger, 1969). Linear extensions include asymmetric causality (Hatemi-J, 

2012; He et al., 2014), conditional or partial variants (Guo et al., 2008), partial directed 

coherence (Baccala and Sameshima, 2001) and direct directed transfer function (Blinowska 

et al, 2004).  

Since financial and economic time series are complex and contain nonlinearities, we are 

interested in nonlinear causality, and specifically in information-theoretic methods that 

constitute a valid, model-free approach to assess nonlinear causality for both deterministic 

and stochastic systems. They incorporate the flow of time into the desired measure through 

the utilization of conditional (transition) probabilities. The nonlinear causality measures can 

be split into five main categories: i) those exploiting the direction of the flow of time to 

achieve a causal ordering of the dependent variables (e.g. Diks and Panchenko, 2006) ii) 

synchronization metrics based on the relative timings of events or the conformity of the 

rhythms of two oscillators (Quian Quiroga et al., 2000; Rosenblum and Pikovsky, 2001), iii) 

state space measures that use neighbourhood distances of reconstructed points (Arnhold et 

al., 1999; Romano et al., 2007), iv) information measures, defined in terms of entropies and 

probability distribution functions (Schreiber 2000; Vlachos and Kugiumtzis 2010), and v) 

model-based techniques testing for nonlinear and asymmetric feedbacks (Faes et al., 2008; 

Hristu-Varsakelis and Kyrtsou, 2008). 

The new tool of partial transfer entropy (PTE) is the extension of the bivariate transfer entropy 

(TE) to multivariate time series (Schreiber 2000). Though TE has been used extensively in 

applications in the last decade, PTE was presented only very recently (Vakorin et al., 2009; 

Papana et al., 2012). Applications in finance and economics include Papana et al., (2013), 

Kyrtsou et al., (2013), Kyrtsou et al., (2016) and Papana et al., (2017).  
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The advantage of partial causality tests to detect direct causal relationships in multivariate 

systems can be visually represented in the following example. In Figure 1 we present a 

trivariate system composed of X, Y and Z, where X→Y and Y→Z. If a causality test is applied 

using a bivariate test statistic such as TE, it will identify the two true direct causal effects X→Y 

and Y→Z (solid lines) as well as the indirect causality from X to Z (dashed line). In contrast, if 

the test uses a multivariate causality measure, such as PTE, it will identify only the true causal 

couplings X→Y and Y→Z. In epidemiology, X is defined as “risk factor” (Merrill and Timmreck, 

2006). 

 

Figure 1: Path diagram for the visualisation of causal effects in a trivariate system. 

 

2.2  The Asymmetric Transfer Entropy (ATE) and its partial variant (APTE) 

The transfer entropy (TE) is a non-parametric measure that expresses the amount of 

information transferred from one observed variable X2 to another observed variable X1 

(Schreiber, 2000). The two variables may represent coupled (or uncoupled) dynamical 

systems or stochastic processes. The TE from X2 to X1 is the amount of additional information 

about the future values of X1 provided by knowing past values of X1 and X2 instead of past 

values of X1 alone. We consider the delay vectors 𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡 = (𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡,𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−𝜏𝜏, … , 𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−(𝑚𝑚−1)𝜏𝜏)′ and 

𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡 = (𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡,𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−𝜏𝜏, … , 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−(𝑚𝑚−1)𝜏𝜏)′ of the bivariate time series {𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡, 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡}, 𝑡𝑡 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛, where 

m is the embedding dimension and τ is the time delay. The TE is a bivariate measure of 

causality, defined in terms of transition probabilities and therefore provides information 

about the direction of the dependencies. Specifically, the TE from X2 to Χ1 is the conditional 

mutual information 𝐼𝐼�𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1;𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡|𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡�: 

𝛵𝛵𝛵𝛵𝛸𝛸2→𝛸𝛸1 = ∑𝑝𝑝�𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1,𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡,𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡�𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙
𝑝𝑝�𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1|𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡,𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡�
𝑝𝑝�𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1|𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡�

, 

where TE is given based on the marginal and joint probability distributions, and the sum is 

over all possible states of (𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1,𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡,𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡) assuming a suitable partition. 
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The partial transfer entropy (PTE) is the extension of the TE in the multivariate case. The PTE 

accounts for the direct coupling of a variable X2 to a variable X1 conditioning on the 

confounding variables Z=X3, X4,…,XK. It is defined similarly to TE: 

𝑃𝑃𝛵𝛵𝛵𝛵𝛸𝛸2→𝛸𝛸1|𝑍𝑍 = 𝐼𝐼�𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡+1;𝒙𝒙2,𝑡𝑡|𝒙𝒙1,𝑡𝑡,𝒛𝒛𝑡𝑡� 

where zt comprises the delay vector of the K-2 conditioning variables in Z. For the 

computation of the aforementioned measures, it is suggested to utilize the nearest neighbour 

estimator that has been proved to be robust (Papana et al., 2012). 

The TE identifies the causality relationship between the pair of variables X1 and X2, while the 

PTE captures the direct couplings. However, one might be interested in looking at whether 

these relationships hold when conditioning for a subset of the original observations. More 

specifically, we focus on whether positive observations of X2 give predictive information 

about X1 that is more significant than that provided by negative ones. In this effort, we expand 

the TE/PTE in order to allow detection of causal effects between two processes after 

considering the signs of the time series (assuming that the time series are given or converted 

to differences from a reference level). The asymmetric TE (ATE) and the asymmetric PTE 

(APTE) can be defined accordingly: an observation x2t of X2 is included in the estimation of 

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋2+→𝑋𝑋1/𝐴𝐴𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋2+→𝑋𝑋1|𝑍𝑍 only if 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡 ≥ 0 or equivalently only if x2,t < 0 (along with the 

corresponding observations 𝑥𝑥1𝑡𝑡 of X1). Alternatively, this conditioning can be further 

developed so that one can quantify the asymmetric causality based on the values from the 

tails of the distribution. In that case, the asymmetric causality measures are calculated using 

only the observations that satisfy appropriate conditions, e.g. values that lie  further than one 

standard deviation above or below the mean. 

2.3  Causality test based on ATE/APTE  

Theoretically, a causality measure should be zero in case of no causal effects and otherwise 

be positive. Due to estimation bias, e.g. bias in the estimation of entropies in the conditional 

mutual information in TE and PTE, this never applies. Thus, a significance test for the causality 

measure is required in order to decide whether a causal relationship exists. Thus to examine 

the causal relationship from X2 to X1, the null hypothesis of the test is that there is no causality 

from X2 to X1 and the test statistic is the causality measure, e.g. TEX2X1. 

The statistical significance of ATE/APTE is assessed using a resampling method because the 

null distribution is not known (e.g. see Vicente et al., 2011; Papana et al., 2013; Papana et al., 
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2017). Specifically, we create M surrogate time series consistent with the non-causality null 

hypothesis H0, i.e., that X2 does not Granger causes X1. To do so, we employ time-shifted 

surrogates (Quian Quiroga et al, 2002); a number d is randomly chosen from {1+e,2+e,…,n-1-

e, n-e}, where n is the time series length and e a small time offset, and the d-first values of 

the time series X2 are moved to the end, keeping the time series of X2 unchanged. The 

corresponding causality measure is computed on the original time series, denoted as q0, and 

on each of M surrogate time series, represented by 𝑞𝑞1, 𝑞𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑀𝑀. If q0 is at the tail of the 

empirical null distribution formed by 𝑞𝑞1, 𝑞𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑀𝑀, then H0 is rejected. The p-value from the 

one-sided test equals 1 − 𝑟𝑟0−0.326
𝑀𝑀+1+0.348

, where r0 is the rank of q0 when ranking in ascending 

order the list 𝑞𝑞0, 𝑞𝑞1, 𝑞𝑞2, … , 𝑞𝑞𝑀𝑀 (the correction for the empirical cumulative function suggested 

in Yu and Huang (2001) is used). If the estimated p-value is ≤ 0.05, then a significant causal 

relationship exists. For the multivariate measures, the resampling test is formed in the same 

way, leaving the time series of the other variables in Z intact. 

 

3. Simulation study 

The performance of the ATE/APTE is evaluated through simulation experiments. Coupled 

systems with symmetric and asymmetric causality are considered including both linear and 

nonlinear couplings. For comparison reasons, we also estimate the original causality tests on 

TE/PTE. 100 realizations are generated from each system2. We set the time series lengths 

n=1000, 2000, 4000, embedding dimension m=1 (m=2 and τ=1 for system 1) and number of 

neighbors k=5. As reported in Kraskov et al., (2004) and Vlachos and Kugiumtzis (2010) the k-

nearest neighbours method is not significantly affected by the choice of k. 

The bivariate causality measures TE/ATE are tested on the simulation systems 1 – 4, while the 

multivariate measures PTE/APTE are applied to the simulation systems 5-8. 

 
2 The goal of the simulation exercise is to demonstrate whether the inclusion of asymmetry into a well-known 
measure, such as the transfer entropy, can provide further information when financial data are used. We do not 
draw conclusions based solely on the percentages of rejection of the null hypothesis of non-causal effects. In 
many statistical simulations, involving typically computations of low time cost, the number of realizations is 
often very high in order to arrive to safe estimations. For simulations involving nonlinear methods that are 
computationally intensive the number of realizations is much smaller and the use of 100 realizations in this case 
is rather the common practice and a good trade-off of statistical significance of the results and time efficiency. 
The computation of transfer entropy is indeed time intensive. Similar setting is common in simulation studies 
presented by Faes et al., (2011), Marinazzo et al., (2012), Papana et al., (2013), Papana et al., (2016), Martin et 
al., (2017). 
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(1) A coupled system of two variables with nonlinear causal effects X2→X1: 

𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡 = 0.3𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.5𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−2𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 

𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡 = 0.7𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒2,𝑡𝑡 

where 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡, 𝑒𝑒2,𝑡𝑡 are independent Gaussian white noise processes with unit standard deviation 

(the same for all other systems). One realization of system 1 for n=1000 is displayed in Figure 

2a. 

(2) A coupled system of two variables with linear and nonlinear causal effects X2→X1, where 

X2~𝜒𝜒2(8) and X2 is centered to have zero mean: 

𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡 = 0.3𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 − 0.4𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.1𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 

where 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 is again a Gaussian white noise process with unit standard deviation (Figure 2b). 

(3) A coupled system of two variables with linear asymmetric causal effect X2+→X1 (Figure 2c):  

𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡 = �
0.3𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 ,                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 < 0
0.2𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.4𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 ≥ 0 

𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡 = 0.6𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒2,𝑡𝑡 

(4) A coupled system of two variables with non-linear asymmetric causal effects X2+→X1 

(Figure 2d): 

𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡 = �
0.4𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 ,                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 < 0
0.3𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.5𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1

2 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 ≥ 0 

𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡 = 0.7𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒2,𝑡𝑡 

(5) A coupled system of three variables with asymmetric causal effects X2+→X1 (nonlinear) 

and X2-→X3 (linear):  

𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡 = �
0.4𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡 ,                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 < 0
0.3𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.5𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1

2 + 𝑒𝑒1,𝑡𝑡, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 ≥ 0 

𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡 = 0.7𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒2,𝑡𝑡 

𝑥𝑥3,𝑡𝑡 = �
0.2𝑥𝑥3,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒3,𝑡𝑡 ,                      𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 ≥ 0
0.4𝑥𝑥3,𝑡𝑡−1 + 0.6𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑒3,𝑡𝑡, 𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥2,𝑡𝑡−1 < 0 

The asymmetry of the couplings are generated by construction; e.g. X2 drives X1 only for 

positive values of X2 (therefore X2+→X1|X3), otherwise X1 and X2 are uncoupled (Figure 2e).  
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Figure 2. One realization of the simulated systems 1-6 in (a)-(f), respectively, for n=1000. 

 

When analyzing financial time series, the presence of stylized facts can potentially affect the 

performance of tests. For this reason, we simulate the systems 6-8 presenting heavy tails and 

volatility clustering. They are defined similarly to system 5 but different noise terms are 

considered as follows: 

(6) The noise follows a student t-distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, so that the generated 

series exhibits heavy tails (Figure 2f). 

(7) Noise is derived from a Cauchy distribution (student t-distribution with 1 degree of 

freedom), so that the generated series exhibits heavier tails compared to system 6 (Figure 

3a). 

(8) 𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡, 𝑖𝑖 = 1,2,3, is generated by a GARCH(1,1) with 

𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡 = 𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 
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𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡2 = 𝑎𝑎0 +  𝑎𝑎1𝑒𝑒𝑖𝑖,𝑡𝑡−12 + 𝑏𝑏1𝜎𝜎𝑡𝑡−12  

where 𝑤𝑤𝑡𝑡 is a Gaussian white noise process and 𝑎𝑎0 = 0.1,𝑎𝑎1 = 0.2, 𝑏𝑏1 = 0.75. Generated 

time series exhibits volatility clustering denoted by the α1 coefficient (Figure 3b).  

    
Figure 3. One realization of the simulated systems 7-8 in (a)-(b), respectively, for n=1000. 

 

4. Results from the simulation study 

In the aim to evaluate the performance of the causality tests, we display the percentage of 

significant values of the corresponding causality measure (rejection of the null hypothesis of 

non-causality) for each direction and different time series lengths n =1000, 2000, 4000. 

System 1: The TE/ATE correctly indicate the causal effect X2→X1 (Table 1). Since no 

asymmetric couplings exists by definition, we would expect that the symmetric and the 

asymmetric measures perform well. TE and ATE are also estimated for embedding dimension 

m=2 and not only for m=1, because the equations of the system include the lagged 

component 𝑥𝑥1,𝑡𝑡−2. The TE is effective for both m and remains robust to the choice of n (Table 

1). The percentages of significant ATE values are slightly larger for m=2 at the direction X2-

→X1 compared to those for m=1 and increase with n (see Table 2). 

 

Table 1. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality 
hypothesis from 100 realizations of system 1 based on the TE. 
System 1 m=1 m=2 
n X1 → X2 X2 → X1 X1 → X2 X2 → X1 
1000 7 99 9 100 
2000 5 100 6 100 
4000 8 100 2 100 
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Table 2. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 1 based on the ATE. 
  m=1 
n X1+ → X2 X1- → X2 X2+ → X1 X2- → X1 
1000 1 12 73 37 
2000 7 11 99 54 
4000 15 9 100 74 
n m=2 
1000 7 5 87 58 
2000 8 3 98 78 
4000 6 9 99 90 

 

System 2: No asymmetric causality is present. Both symmetric and asymmetric causality 

measures detect the true couplings for all time series lengths (Tables 3 and 4). The percentage 

of rejection of H0 for 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋2−→𝑋𝑋1  increases with n.  

Table 3. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 2 based on the TE (m=1). 

n X1 → X2 X2 → X1 
1000 4 100 
2000 6 100 
4000 2 100 

 

Table 4. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 2 based on the ATE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2 X1- → X2 X2+ → X1 X2- → X1 
1000 5 6 98 83 
2000 3 7 100 97 
4000 6 2 100 100 

 

System 3: This system is defined so that only the positive values of X2 Granger cause the 

corresponding X1 observations. Although the TE finds the coupling X2→X1, the ATE provides 

further information on the predictive information of X2 on X1, based on the signs of the 

variables (Tables 5 and 6). Therefore, 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋2+→𝑋𝑋1 gives high percentages of rejection of the 

H0, while low percentages are obtained with 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 for the other direction. 

Table 5. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 3 based on the TE (m=1). 

N X1 → X2 X2 → X1 
1000 3 100 
2000 4 100 
4000 8 100 
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Table 6. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 3 based on the ATE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2 X1- → X2 X2+ → X1 X2- → X1 
1000 1 6 100 9 
2000 4 6 100 8 
4000 7 2 100 11 

 

System 4: As for the system 3, the positive values of X2 Granger cause the corresponding X1 

observations. However, in this case causality is nonlinear. TE correctly indicates the coupling 

X2→X1 and high percentages of 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑋𝑋2+→𝑋𝑋1  values are obtained (Tables 7 and 8). Again, the 

ATE can effectively recognize causality between two variables based on their signs. 

Table 7. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 4 based on the TE (m=1). 

N X1 → X2 X2 → X1 
1000 7 100 
2000 7 100 
4000 1 100 

 
Table 8. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis 
from 100 realizations of system 4 based on the ATE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2 X1- → X2 X2+ → X1 X2- → X1 
1000 11 7 100 3 
2000 8 4 100 11 
4000 8 6 100 14 

 

System 5: It is a multivariate system in three variables. Results in Tables 9 and 10 show that 
both measures fully represent the true couplings with no spurious cases.  

Table 9. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 100 
realizations of system 5 based on the PTE (m=1).   

n X1→X2|X3 X2→X1|X3 X2→X3|X1 X3→X2|X1 X1→X3|X2 X3→X1|X2 

1000 7 100 100 3 6 6 
2000 4 100 100 3 3 4 
4000 3 100 100 1 6 3 
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Table 10. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 
100 realizations of system 5 based on the APTE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2|X3 X1- → X2|X3 X2+ → X1|X3 X2- → X1|X3 
1000 7 6 100 7 
2000 6 5 100 7 
4000 6 7 100 11 
n X2+ → X3|X1 X2- → X3|X1 X3+ → X2|X1 X3- → X2|X1 
1000 11 100 5 6 
2000 13 100 7 10 
4000 10 100 8 5 
n X1+ → X3|X2 X1- → X3|X2 X3+ → X1|X2 X3- → X1|X2 
1000 6 3 4 6 
2000 0 6 6 4 
4000 4 8 3 7 

 

System 6: The sixth simulation system evaluates the performance of the examined causality 

tests as for system 5 but in the presence of non-Gaussian noise and specifically for data with 

heavy tails. The true causalities are identified correctly with both PTE and APTE (Tables 11 and 

12). 

Table 11. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 100 
realizations of system 6 based on the PTE (m=1).   
n X1→X2|X3 X2→X1|X3 X2→X3|X1 X3→X2|X1 X1→X3|X2 X3→X1|X2 

1000 3 100 100 0 2 6 
2000 4 100 100 3 12 4 
4000 4 100 100 4 7 12 

 
Table 12. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 
100 realizations of system 6 based on the APTE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2|X3 X1- → X2|X3 X2+ → X1|X3 X2- → X1|X3 
1000 4 4 100 12 
2000 3 8 100 10 
4000 4 5 100 11 
n X2+ → X3|X1 X2- → X3|X1 X3+ → X2|X1 X3- → X2|X1 
1000 8 100 0 4 
2000 14 100 5 5 
4000 24 100 9 6 
n X1+ → X3|X2 X1- → X3|X2 X3+ → X1|X2 X3- → X1|X2 
1000 0 2 1 6 
2000 5 5 4 5 
4000 6 5 4 4 
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System 7: As it can be seen in Tables 13 and 14 when for the same system as system 5 the 

noise distribution has heavy tails, the test still performs well and the causal effects are 

correctly indicated. It is notable that as the time series length increases the test performance 

improves as well.  

Table 13. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 100 
realizations of system 7 based on the PTE (m=1).   
n X1→X2|X3 X2→X1|X3 X2→X3|X1 X3→X2|X1 X1→X3|X2 X3→X1|X2 

1000 3 92 90 5 7 2 
2000 5 97 98 4 6 3 
4000 1 98 100 6 5 4 

 

Table 14. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 
100 realizations of system 7 based on the APTE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2|X3 X1- → X2|X3 X2+ → X1|X3 X2- → X1|X3 
1000 6 4 95 7 
2000 4 6 100 6 
4000 3 21 100 9 
n X2+ → X3|X1 X2- → X3|X1 X3+ → X2|X1 X3- → X2|X1 
1000 10 99 1 4 
2000 13 100 0 10 
4000 6 100 3 21 
n X1+ → X3|X2 X1- → X3|X2 X3+ → X1|X2 X3- → X1|X2 
1000 1 6 0 4 
2000 2 5 2 0 
4000 0 5 0 1 

 

System 8: Finally, when the data are derived from the same system 5 but with noise that gives 

rise to volatility clustering structures, both measures give 100% significant values for all n 

when direct causality exists (Tables 15 and 16). 

Table 15. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 100 
realizations of system 8 based on the PTE (m=1).   
n X1→X2|X3 X2→X1|X3 X2→X3|X1 X3→X2|X1 X1→X3|X2 X3→X1|X2 

1000 11 100 100 14 5 6 
2000 19 100 100 16 11 5 
4000 20 100 100 33 7 5 
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Table 16. Percentage of rejection of the non-causality hypothesis from 
100 realizations of system 8 based on the APTE (m=1). 

n X1+ → X2|X3 X1- → X2|X3 X2+ → X1|X3 X2- → X1|X3 
1000 8 6 100 5 
2000 11 5 100 6 
4000 23 7 100 6 
n X2+ → X3|X1 X2- → X3|X1 X3+ → X2|X1 X3- → X2|X1 
1000 4 100 9 3 
2000 1 100 21 9 
4000 3 100 28 7 
n X1+ → X3|X2 X1- → X3|X2 X3+ → X1|X2 X3- → X1|X2 
1000 9 6 3 6 
2000 5 1 3 11 
4000 1 5 11 4 

 

To summarize, the PTE and its asymmetric variant APTE capture the predefined couplings in 

the simulated systems. Nevertheless, the APTE goes a step ahead and offers more precise 

information on the nature of these relationships. This result is of paramount importance 

when studying financial systems in which investors’ interactions, information asymmetry and 

aggressive contagious mechanisms impact market prices and financial stability in general. 

The power of the significance tests i.e. the percentage of rejection at the significance level 5% 

for both test statistics (TE/PTE and ATE/APTE), when there is true direct causality, is high. 

However, the size of both test statistics, i.e. the probability of falsely rejecting the null 

hypothesis, is not always at the nominal significance level (α=0.05), and specifically higher 

percentages than 5 were found for large n. This is a frequently reported issue with causality 

tests and not only for the tests using TE/PTE (e.g. see Papana et al., 2013), which shows the 

difficulty of the task of estimating correctly causal effects in multivariate time series. 

 

5. Application to financial time series  

We use daily data for the CBOE Volatility Index (VIX), the S&P500 index and the S&P500 

volume, during the period 2/1/2004-11/3/2014. To ensure stationarity, we transform prices 

into logarithmic returns for VIX (X1), and S&P500 (X2), while the detrended time series is 

considered for the S&P500 volume (X3). To detrend, we perform a linear regression of the 

S&P500 volume on a constant, t and t2, where t denotes the time steps (Chen et al., 2001). 
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Furthermore, in the aim to filter any linear causality and focus on the nonlinear causal links, 

the VAR residuals of X1, X2, X3 are calculated, giving Y1, Y2, Y3 (see Figure 4)3. Because our 

system of real variables is trivariate, the partial versions of the TE (i.e. PTE) and the ATE (i.e. 

APTE) tests are jointly implemented. 

The statistical significance of causality measures is extracted using 1000 surrogates, while the 

free parameters are set to m=1 (embedding dimension), and k=5 (number of neighbors).  

Figure 4: VAR residuals of the CBOE Volatility Index returns (Y1), the S&P 500 returns (Y2), and 

the detrended S&P500 volume (Υ3). 

The p-values from the significance test for each causality measure is displayed (significance 

level α is set to 5%). We first examine the direct couplings among the corresponding three 

variables using the symmetric PTE test, revealing that Y1→Y2|Y3 (i.e. VIX→S&P500) and 

Y3→Y2|Y1 (i.e. VOL→S&P500) (Table 17). When conditioning on the signs of the driving 

variables, we obtain the relationship Y1+→Y2|Y3 (i.e. VIX+→S&P500) (Table 18). Finally, we 

estimate the asymmetric couplings based on the APTE, conditioning on the tails of the 

distributions of the variables, i.e. taking into consideration only observations larger/smaller 

than μ+1σ/ μ-1σ of the corresponding driving variable, respectively4. In this case, we identify 

the direct causal links Y1- → Y2|Y3 (i.e. VIX-→S&P500), Y2+ → Y1|Y3 (S&P500+→VIX), Y2- → Y1|Y3 

(S&P500-→VIX) and Y3+→Y2|Y1 (i.e. VOL+→S&P500) (Table 19). 

  

 
3 The impact of VAR filtering and bleaching of data in general is an important issue. Specially, when time series 
present mixed structures and since the superposition principle does not hold no filtering can leave clean 
residuals. However, in financial applications removing linear structures has crucial theoretical value since 
behavioural interpretation of the interdependences makes sense when nonlinearity prevails. In addition, the 
estimation of information-theoretical quantities, such as transfer entropy, is typically improved by diminishing 
long-range second-order temporal structure using VAR filters (Papana et al., 2016; Gomez-Herrero, 2010). 
4 The length together with the extent of asymmetry of financial time series used in our application determine 
the upper limit of the selected threshold. 
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Table 17. P-values from the significance test based on the PTE. 
Y1→Y2|Y3 Y2→Y1|Y3 Y2→Y3|Y1 Y3→Y2|Y1 Y1→Y3|Y2 Y3→Y1|Y2 
0.0077* 0.7766 0.0995 0.0027* 0.3692 0.8995 

 

Table 18. P-values from the significance test based on the APTE 
conditioning on positive/negative signs of the variables. 

Y1+→Y2|Y3 Y1-→Y2|Y3 Y2+→Y1|Y3 Y2-→Y1|Y3 
0.0276 0.7327 0.8935 0.7137 

Y2+→Y3|Y1 Y2-→Y3|Y1 Y3+→Y2|Y1 Y3-→Y2|Y1 
0.2184 0.1784 0.2593 0.3133 

Y1+→Y3|Y2 Y1-→ Y3|Y2 Y3+→Y1|Y2 Y3-→Y1|Y2 
0.8435 0.0686 0.8196 0.6408 

 

Table 19. P-values from the significance test based on the APTE 
conditioning on the tails. 

Y1+→Y2|Y3 Y1-→Y2|Y3 Y2+→Y1|Y3 Y2-→Y1|Y3 
0.2928 0.0165 0.0461 0.0067 

Y2+→Y3|Y1 Y2-→Y3|Y1 Y3+→Y2|Y1 Y3-→Y2|Y1 
0.9539 0.9440 0.0067 0.9637 

Y1+→Y3|Y2 Y1-→Y3|Y2 Y3+→Y1|Y2 Y3-→Y1|Y2 
0.7861 0.7072 0.0659 0.9341 

 

The dominance of the positive values of volume along with the negative values of S&P500 

(with the μ±1σ threshold), and the positive values of VIX (without the μ±1σ threshold) 

coincides with their univariate distributional characteristics and more specifically with their 

skewness values, as reported in Table 20. When conditioning on the tails, decreasing VIX 

returns nonlinearly cause the S&P500. This result puts forward Verado (2009) findings 

supporting that high prior uncertainty accumulated by investors feed stock returns reversals, 

but informative priors (i.e. low uncertainty) can lead to returns continuation (momentum), as 

well. 

Table 20. Descriptive statistics of the financial variables 
Descriptive Statistics VIX returns S&P500 returns Detrended Volume 
Skewness 0.69049 -0.333222 1.151439 
Kurtosis 7.541215 14.62311 7.424162 
Jarque-Bera 2494.233 15005.50 2754.031 
Probability 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 
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6. Conclusion 

The new asymmetric partial transfer entropy test conditions on the causing series being non-

negative or non-positive. In the effort to shed more light on the impact of tail behaviour, the 

conditioning is extended by considering only observations exceeding a predefined threshold 

(μ±1σ). Its performance is evaluated through simulation experiments. Coupled systems with 

symmetric and asymmetric causality are used containing both linear and nonlinear couplings. 

As expected, the superiority of the APTE is validated in the case of asymmetric systems.  

The estimation of the APTE on the trivariate system, comprising the daily S&P500, VIX and 

volume time series, reveals very interesting couplings, mainly when extreme observations are 

taken into account. More specifically, nonlinear direct causal relationships are detected from 

the negative S&P500 returns to the VIX returns addressing the leverage hypothesis. The latter 

hypothesis is confirmed in US high-frequency data by Dufour et al., (2012), who use both 

realised and implied volatility. On the other hand, similar in direction evidence but less 

statistically significant, is found in the case of positive S&P500 returns. Both relationships 

mirror the behavioural explanation of the financial euphoria and stock market collapse relying 

upon the contribution of momentum strategies to the upper and lower phases of a bubble 

(Kyrtsou and Mikropoulou, 2014). In addition, it appears that increasing volume impacts 

directly S&P500, attributing a more behavioural dimension to the stock return-volume 

relationship (Hibbert et al., 2008). After conditioning on the tails and visualizing the dominant 

path diagram between volume, VIX and S&P500, it arises that the driving variable (the “risk 

factor”) of the system is the rising volume (Figure 5).  

 

Figure 5: Path diagram of the trivariate financial system. 

The detected causal channel highlights the contribution of noise trading to large swings in 

financial markets, via the increase of trading volume and the subsequent worsening ability of 

market prices to adjust to new information (Bloomfield and O’Hara, 2009; Yeh and Yang, 

2011).  
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